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Quiver varieties of type A

Andrea Maffei

Abstract. We prove a conjecture of Nakajima describing the relation between quiver varieties

of type A and the geometry of partial flag varieties and of the nilpotent variety.

The kind of quiver varieties we are interested in were introduced by Nakajima as a

generalization of the description of the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections

on ALE spaces constructed by Kronheimer and Nakajima [4]. They turn out to
have a rich and interesting geometry and they were used by Nakajima to give a

geometric construction of the representations of Kac-Moody algebras [7], [8]. A
similar construction had already been made in the case of &\n by Ginzburg (see [1])
using partial flag varieties. A precise conjecture of Nakajima [7, §8] describes the

relation between quiver varieties and the geometry of the nilpotent cone and ofpartial
flag varieties: in particular Slodowy's varieties and Slodowy's transversal slices (see

Theorem 8 for the precise statement). In this paper this conjecture is proved.
In the first section we state the conjecture and we recall the definition of quiver

variety and Slodowy's variety. In order to treat conveniently the coordinate ring of
the affine quiver variety Mq, in the second section we introduce a modification of the

path algebra that we call the algebra of admissible polynomials. In the third section

we define a map between a quiver variety and the related Slodowy's variety and in
the fourth section we prove that it is an isomorphism.

I wish to thank Corrado De Concini who introduced me to quiver varieties and

Hiraku Nakajima who pointed out an error in a previous version of this paper and the

solution to it. Finally I am grateful to Nicoletta Cantarini and Rocco Chirivi for their
helpful suggestions on the exposition of the paper.

1. The conjecture of Nakajima describing quiver varieties of type A

1.1. Slodowy's varieties. In this section we recall some definitions related to the

nilpotent variety and the partial flag variety. Standard references for the material
contained in this section are [1, Sections 3.2,3.5,3.7,4.1 and 4.4] and [9, Sections 5.3

and 7.4].
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Definition 1. If £ is a vector space of dimension JV the nilpotent cone M Me is

the variety of nilpotent elements in gl(E). Following the standard procedure, we
parameterize the GL(E) orbits in M through the partitions of JV by associating to a

nilpotent endomorphism the dimensions of its Jordan blocks, and we denote by the

orbit associated to the partition X by Ok. Given x G M and x, y, h an s^-triple in

g [(£¦), we define the Slodowy 's transversal slice of the orbit ofx in the point x as the

variety:

$x {u G M such that [u - x, y] 0}.

From now on, using a nonstandard convention, we admit 0, 0, 0 as an sh-triple, so

that when x 0 we have So M. Notice also that up to isomorphism of algebraic
varieties Sx does not depend on the choice of y, h.

Definition 2. If £ is a vector space of dimension JV and r (r\, rn) is a vector
of nonnegative integers such that r\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + rn N, a partialflag of E of type r is

an increasing sequence F : {0} Fo c F\ c ¦ ¦ ¦ C Fn E of subspaces of £ such

that dim Ft — dim F\-\ r\. The GL(E)-homogeneous variety of partial flags of
type r will be denoted by 5>. Let us define

,Nr T*Fr {(u, F) g Ql(E) x Fr such that u(Ft) c Ft-i},

[ir : Mr —> JS the projection onto the first factor

r r {(, Q() r

[ir : Mr —> JS the projection onto the first factor.

For N, r, E as above let p (p\, P2, ¦ ¦ ¦, pn) be the permutation of r such that

Pi ^ P2 ^ ¦ ¦ ¦ ^ Pn and consider the corresponding partition of N, Xr :=
\pi-P22P2-pi .nPn. It is known that if (u, F) is in <Hr then u is in the closure

of O)_r. Moreover the map

ßr : Mr > OXr

is a resolution of singularity and it is an isomorphism over Okr. Let us define

We call Sr,x the Slodowy's variety associated to r and x.
It is convenient for our purposes to define these varieties also in the case of vectors

r allowing negative coefficients. Therefore we set %r,x Sr,x 0 when r, < 0 for
some i.

The following result is well known (see [1, Corollaries 3.5.9 and 3.7.15] or the

original proofs in [9, Sections 5.3 and 7.4]).

Proposition3. Letx g Me be a nilpotent endomorphism with Jordan decomposition

of type 1 ^i 2^2... (n — l)rf"-i and let r (r\, rn) be a partition ofN. Then:
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1) sr>x ^ 0 <^=^ x G OXr <^=^ for all I < k < n and for all 1 < ix < i2 <
¦ ¦ ¦ < ik ^ n the following inequality holds:

dl+2d2 + --- + (k- 1)4-1 + kdk + kdk+i ¦ ¦ ¦ + kdn-i > rh + ¦ ¦ ¦ + rh. (1)

2) Any Sr%x ^ 0 is a smooth variety ofdimension dim Zfl[(x) — dim Zfl[(wr), w/zere

wr Z5 a« element of OKr.

1.2. Notation on root system and dimension vectors. In the following we will
denote by v (vi, u„_i) and d (d\, dn_\) vectors of integers. When v

and d are vectors of nonnegative integers Vi and D, will be complex vector spaces
of dimension u, and d\ for i 1, n — 1.

Some formulas become simpler and more familiar if we identify the two vectors
d and v with elements of the weight and root lattices.

Let P be the weight lattice for the root system of type A„_i, R c P be the

root lattice and *:(¦;¦): P x P —> Q be the Killing form. Let us fix a basis

«i, an_i G R of simple roots with the usual order and let u>\, ft>„_i be the

corresponding fundamental weights.
In the following we will identify the vector d (d\, dn_\) (or d, d', etc.)

with the element YTiZl dicoi of the weight lattice and the vector v (v\, vn-\)
(or v, v', etc.) with the element YTiZl viai of the root lattice.

Observe that these identifications allow us to introduce the dominant order =4 on
the set of vectors d, v and to define an action of the Weyl group Sn of the Dynkin
diagram of type A„_i on the dimension vectors d, v.

1.3. Quiver varieties of type A„_i. Let us fix two dimension vector d and v as in
1.2 and assume that d\, v\ > 0 for all i. Let us choose also vector spaces D\, V; such

that dim D, d\ and dim V\ v,.
The space of "double free representation" of type (D, V) of the quiver of type

A„_i is the vector space

n-2 n-2
S(D, V) 0Hom(yf, V;+l) e0Hom(Vf+i, V;)

i=i f=i
n-\ n-\

0 0Hom(A, Vi) e0Hom(Vj, Dt).
î=i î=i

Since in what follows we will give explicit constructions it is convenient to fix some
notation: for i 1, n — 2 we will denote by A, an element of Hom(V,, Vj+i)
and by 5; an element of Hom(Vf+i, V\). Besides, for i 1, n — 1 we will also

denote by F, an element of Horn (A, V?) and by A, an element of Hom(V,, D;).
Finally we set A (Ai,..., A„_2), B (Bi, 5„_2), F (Fi, F„_i) and
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A„_i). Our notation can be summarized in the following diagram:

D2 Dn_2 fln_!

According to this notation we will refer to an element of S(D, V) as a quadruple

(A,B,F,A).

Definition 4 (Nakajima, [7], [8]). A quadruple (A, B, F, A) of S(D, V) is said to

satisfy the ADHM equations or, equivalently, is said to be admissible if it satisfies the

following relations:

BiAi Ai-iBi-i + TjA; for 2 < i < n - 2,

0 A„_25„_2 + r„_iA„_i.

We denote by A(D, V) the set of all admissible elements. An admissible element is

said to be stable if each collection U {U\, C/„_i) of subspaces of V (i.e. U\ is

a linear subspace of V; for every i) and containing Im F (i.e. Im F, c U; for every i)
and invariant by the action of A and B (i.e. A, ([/,-) c C/j+i and 5, (C/j+i) C C/j for
every i) must be equal to V (i.e. C/, V; for every i). We denote by A+(D, V) the

set of stable admissible elements.

Notice that the two groups GL(V) ]~[GL(Vf) and GL(D) Y\GL(Di) act

naturally on S: if g (gj) e GL(V) and h (hi) G GL(D) then

g((Ai), (Bi), (Ft), (At)) ((gi+iAig-1), (giBig-^), (giFi), (A^"1));

h((At), (Bi), (Fi), (Ai)) ((Ai), (Bi), (Fih~l), (h;A;)).

Definition 5 (Nakajima, [7], [8], p. 521-522). Observe that A (D, V) and A+(fl, V)
are invariant with respect to the action of GL( V) so, following Nakajima, we can
define quiver varieties as the categorical quotients (see [6, Definition 0.5]) under the

action of the group GL(V) of the two varieties A(D, V) and A+(D, V):

Mo(D, V) A(D, V)//GL(V), Po is the projection from A(D, V) to M0(D, V),

M(D, V) A+(D, V)//GL(V), P is the projection from A+(D, V) to M(D, V).
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The existence of the quotients M and Mq can be obtained, using standard arguments
of GIT, (see [6, Ch. 1 Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.10] and [8, p. 521-522]). The
construction shows also that the map n : M(D, V) —> Mq(D, V) induced by the

inclusion A+(D, V) c A(D, V) is projective. Observe that the actions of the two

groups GL(D) and GL( V) commute, hence the group GL(D) acts on M(D, V) and

Mq(D, V) and the map n is equivariant.
Let us also notice that the quadruple 0 (0, 0, 0, 0) is always admissible and we

set 0 := po(O, 0, 0, 0) e M0(D, V). Finally let us denote by MX(D, V) the image
of n with the reduced structure: Mi (D, V) is a closed subvariety of Mq(D, V) since

n is projective.
The vector space S(D, V) and the varieties A(D, V), A+(D, V), M(D, V),

Mq(D, V) and M\(D, V) do not depend, up to isomorphism, on the choice of the

vector spaces A, V?, hence we will denote them also by S(d, v), A(d, v), A+(d, v),
M(d, v), Mo(d, v) and M\{d, v) (or simply S, A, A+, M, Mo, Mi when d, v are

clear from the context).
Moreover, as in the case of Slodowy's varieties it will turn out to be useful to

extend the definition of M (d, v),Mo(d, v) and Mi (d, v) also to the case of arbitrary
(n — l)-tuples of integers: we set M(d, v) Mo(d, v) M\(d, v) 0 if there
exists i such that v-, < 0 or d\ < 0.

Remark 6. In [8] a condition of stability dual to the one given in Definition 4

above was used: an admissible element is called ^-stable if each collection U

U\ ,...,[/„_ i contained in ker A and invariant under the action of A and B is trivial.

The isomorphism between the quiver varieties constructed using this stability
condition and the one used in this paper is given by

((At), (Bi), (Ti), (AO) ^ ((Bt), (At), (Aj), (Ff)).

As for the varieties $r,x and $r,x we need a criterion in order to understand when

M(d, v) is not empty: this is given by Nakajima's construction of the irreducible
representation of sln (see [8, §10]). In order to state it we recall that we identify d
(resp. v) with elements of the weight (resp. root) lattice (see 1.2) and we observe that

if a G Sn then a (v — d) + <iis in the root lattice.

Lemma 7. Ifa G Sn is such that a(d — v) is dominant and v' a (v — d) + d then

M(d, v) £ 0 ^=ï M(d, v') £ 0 ^=ï v'; > 0 for i 1,..., n - 1.

Proof. If v € N>^ the result immediately follows by Nakajima's main theorem
(see [8, §10 Theorem 10.2]) applied to the case x 0. Indeed Nakajima's theorem

implies that Htop(M(d, v)) is isomorphic to the weight space of weight d — v of the

irreducible representation of sl(n) of highest weight d. It is well known (see, for
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example, Humphreys [2], Chapter 6, §21.3) that this weight space is not zero if and

only if v ¦ > 0 for every i.
Now suppose that there exists i such that v\ < 0. It is enough to prove that

there exists j such that v'. < 0. Indeed if v' )p= 0 (i.e. v' g Y] N>ocfj we have

v a~l{v' - d) + d v' + (d - v') - a~x{d - v') ^ 0 since u ^ xu for all
dominant u and all r in the Weyl group Sn.

1.4. Nakajima's conjecture. \î d {d\, dn-\) and v (vi, u„_i) are

two (n — l)-tuples of integers we define the n-tuple r r(d, v) (r\, rn) by
setting:

r\ d\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + dn_\ — v\, rn u«_i, and

r,- d\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + <i„_i — vi + u,_i for j 2, ...,« — 1.

We observe that YTi=\ r\ N YTiZ\ id\- Moreover we notice that once d is

fixed the map r gives abijection between (n — l)-tuples of integers v and n-tuples of
integers r such that J] r; A^. Indeed we have that

u„_l r„ u; r„ H h rf+i - 4-+i - 2rff+2 (n - i - 1)4-1

for f 1, n — 2. Now we can state the main result of this paper. We recall that

we have settled M{d, v) M\{d, v) 0 if v\ < 0 for some i and $r,x Sr,x 0
if r,- < 0 for some i. The following theorem was conjectured by Nakajima in [7].

Theorem 8. Let v, d, N, r r(d, v) as above. Let x G JS be a nilpotent element of
type \dl (n — l)^"-1. Then there exist two isomorphisms ofalgebraic varieties, <p

between M(d, v) andSr%x, andq>\ between M\(d, v) andSr%x, such that thefollowing
diagram commutes:

M{d, v) —^—y Sr,x

(2)

Ml{d,v)
Moreover <p\ maps 0 € M\{d, v) to x € Sr

Remark 9. If M(d, v) ^ 0 then it is easy to see that 0 e M\(d, v). This will be

also obtained as a consequence of the proof of Theorem 8.

Remark 10. Let Areg be the open (and possibly empty) subset of A consisting of
elements with closed orbit and trivial GL(V)-stabilizer. If Areg /0we know by
[7, Theorem 4.1] that n is aresolution of singularities so that Mo M\ and Theorem 8

above reduces to the conjecture as stated in [7, §8]. We observe also that by [8,

Proposition 10.5 and Theorem 10.2] Areg 7^ 0 if and only if v )p= 0 and d — v is

dominant.
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2. Path algebra and admissible polynomials

In this section we define the path algebra. Our path algebra will be a modification of
the path algebra of the double quiver of type A which takes into account the presence
of the extra vector spaces D,. This algebra will play an important role in our proof. It
will be used as an "universal coordinate ring" for quiver varieties which is independent
of the dimension vectors d, v.

2.1. Notation on quivers and paths. The vertices and the arrows of the double

quiver Q. of type A„_i will be denoted as indicated in the following diagram:

ö: IC ^2^ _•••_ n-2 n-\. (3)

In particular, / {1, ...,« — 1} is the set of vertices and H {a\, a„_2,
b\, bn_2\ the set of arrows.

It is convenient to consider also the following double version BQ of the quiver Q:

{n-lf {n-Xf
(4)

Let us define /ö {lö, ...,(«- I)0} and H$ {yu yn_x, Su <5„_i} and

let us denote by I / U /# the set of vertices and H H U H$ the set of arrows of
this quiver.

Given an arrow Aeiwe call ho its source and h\ its target. Kpath a in a quiver
is a sequence h^m) h^r) of arrows such that Aj hQ' for i 1, m — 1.

We call h0 the source of a and we denote it by ao and we call Aj the target of a
and we denote it by ct\. Moreover we say that the degree of a is m and we denote it
by degree(a). If ao «i we say that a is a closed path. If i is a vertex we define
the i-empty path 0, whose source (0?)o and target (0?)i are equal to i and whose
degree is equal to 0. The composition of paths is defined in the obvious way.

We call a path for the quiver Q. a ö-path and a path for the quiver BQ a Bo-path.
A BQ-path a is said to be an admissible path if ao, a\ € 1^.

2.2. The algebra of admissible polynomials. The path algebra of a quiver is the

vector space spanned by all paths with the product induced by composition. It is an

associative algebra graded by the degree of paths. Consider now the path algebra 31
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of the quiver Bö. For i g / let 6; be the following element of 3i:

y\5\ — b\a\ iff 1,

y\h\ + a\-\b\-\ — b\a\ iff 2, ...,«— 2,

y„_i<5„_i +a„_2en-2 iff=n-l.
Define I to be the bilateral ideal of 3i generated by these elements, and 3i' to be the

quotient algebra 31/1. If a is a Bo-path then we denote by [a] its image in 31'.

Definition 11. The algebra of admissible polynomials is the subalgebra 3i of 3d

generated by the elements [a] with a an admissible path. Since the ideal I is

homogeneous, 3(! and 3i can be graded using the degree of paths and we define 3im as

the subspace of 31 of homogeneous admissible polynomials of degree m and 31+ as

©tnm>0 J^m-

Iff, j G / we also set 3ijj := [0iB]<^[0iB] and we say that an element of 3ijj
is an admissible polynomial of type (f, j).

Finally we define some special paths: for 1 < i < j < n — 1 let yj->i
b;... bj-iyj and S;-^j Sjaj-i a;, and observe that [<5/^;y,-^/] G 31;j-.

Lemma 12. The algebra ofadmissible paths is generated by the elements [0jt]for
ftt G /ß and by the admissible polynomials in the following set:

3> {[S^jyi^] : i, j G / and I < min(f, j)}. (5)

Proof. Let «A be the subalgebra of ^ generated by 3> and by the elements [0,-b] for
f» G /».

Observe first that the algebra ^ is generated by the admissible polynomials [0,- j ]

with jf G Z11 and by the admissible polynomials ß of the form [(5/ay,-] with a a

(possibly empty) ö-path. In particular it is enough to show that the admissible

polynomials of this form belong to A.
Notice that [(5,-^,-y,-^,-] [<5,-y,-] hence we can restrict ourself to study the case in

which a is not empty. Let a him) h(l) with h(t) G H for all t. We say that I is

a corner of a if there exists t such that h^ at-\ and h^t+l^ bt-\. Observe that

if a has no corner then ß is an element of P. We define MC(a) to be the maximal

corner of a if a has a corner, and 0 if a has no corner. If i MC(cf) we define also

c(a) cardjs : h& at_x and his+^ bt_x\.
Now we prove ß G A by induction on N degree(a) + MC(ctf) + c(a).
Observe that if AT 0 then a 0, for some f and we have already examined

this case.

If N > 0 and a has no corner then ß is an element of P.
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So we can suppose N > 0 and a has a corner. Let £ MC (a) and notice that a
can be written in the form a"be-\ae-\a!'. Now using the definition of the ideal I, if
£ > 1 we have

ß [S jay;] \8 ja"b i_\ai_\a' y\]

[Sja bi—2Cii—2a y{] + [Sja yeSea y\]

[8ja"bl-2ai-2a/yi] + [Sja"yt] ¦ [8ta'Yi].

We observe now that the admissible paths [&ja"be-2ae-2a'yi], [8ja"ye] and [Sea'yj]
belong to A by the inductive hypothesis.

In the case £ 1 the argument is the same, but the summ and [8 ja"b1^2^1,-2^V; ]

on the right hand side of the formula above is zero.

We define now an evaluation of paths on S: if h G H is an arrow (or an empty
path) we define an evaluation of h on an element s (A, B, F, A) g S(D, V) in the

following way:
idy; if h 0j and i G /,
idD; if h =0fB andf0 G /ö,

"i if h =a-x,
his) := <

Bi if h =biy
Ti ifh yi,
Ai if h 8;.

Let us extend this evaluation to all paths using composition: if a h^m) h^ then

ais) =h(m\s)o---oh(1\s).

In particular if i < j we set Vj^i := yj^iis) and Aj^j := Sj^jis).
Finally observe that if s G A(D, V), this evaluation is well defined also on the

vector spaces «ft?,/. In particular if / g Ûiij then fis) G Hom(D,, Dj). Moreover

we observe that, if / G 3l\j then fig ¦ s) fis) for all s G A(D, V) and for all

g G GL V), hence they are well-defined regular functions on the varieties M and Mo.

2.3. The coordinate ring of Mq. The following theorem describes the relation
between the path algebra and the coordinate ring of Mo in the case of the quiver of
type A.

Theorem 13 (Lusztig [5], Theorem 1.3). The ringC[S(D, V)]GUV) isgeneratedby
the polynomials

s 1—xpiais)) fora an admissible path and ç G (Hom(D„0, Dai))* (6)
and

s 1—> Triais)) for a a closed Q.-path. (7)
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As a consequence the coordinate ring C[A(D, V)]GL(y) of the affine variety Mq
is generated by the same polynomials restricted to A(D, V). In the case of a quiver
of type A one can see that the second type of polynomials are not necessary: indeed,
as in proof of Lemma 12, we can show by induction that we can express the second

type of polynomials in terms of the first type. The following lemma describes a finite
set of generators of the coordinate ring of Mo.

Lemma 14. 1) C[A(D,V)]GL(V^ is generated by the polynomials

s ^ cp(ß(s)) forßzP andcp e (Hom(DA, Dßl))\

2) If {A, B, V, A) G A(D, V) then it is an element ofA+(D, V) ifand only iffor
all 1 ^ i ^ n — 1 we have

n-\
imr j^i Vf.

Proof. 1) is a consequence of Lemma 12 and Theorem 13 above. In order to prove 2)
let us notice first that the condition of stability is equivalent to

lm(a(s)yao(s)) Vt for i 0, n - 1.

a a â-path
and d]=i

Indeed if U\ is the vector space on the left of the formula then {U\, Un-\) is the

minimal subspace of V containing Im F and invariant by the action of A and B. The

proof can now be completed following the line of the proof of Lemma 12.

3. Construction of the isomorphism

In this section we will define the maps q>\ and <p in the case v-, ,d\ > 0 for each i. We

examine first a simple and already known case of Theorem 8:

Lemma 15 (Nakajima [7]). IfN > ui > ¦ ¦ ¦ > u„_i and ifd (JV, 0, 0) then

the conjecture is true. In this case we have M(d, v) ~ ,Nr andM\{d, v) — Oir.

Proof. The proof is given in [7], Theorem 7.2, but there Nakajima considers the

inverse condition of stability so we remind the definition of the isomorphism in our
case. Observe that in this case we have D (D\, 0, 0) and that we can choose

the vector space E of Section 1.1 to be D\. The isomorphism <p between M(d, v)
and r*5> is given by:

p(A,B,r,A) i—> (AiIYfO} ckerTi ckerAiTi c ¦¦¦ C ker A„_i
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It is easy to check that this map is well defined and that it is bijective so that, since

M and T*!F are complex smooth varieties, it is an algebraic isomorphism.
The map ço between M\{d, v) and Okr or the map q>\ between Mo(d, v) and

¦M is given by po(A, B, F, A) i->- AiTi. We observe first that <.p\it \xr~p so that

(p\{M\) O)_r. By Lemma 14 we see that the coordinate ring of Mo, hence the

coordinate ring of its closed subvariety Mi, is generated by the matrix coefficients of
the matrix AiFi hence the map between Mi and $r,x c «A/" is a closed immersion.
Thus <pi is a surjective closed immersion between two affine (reduced) varieties (over
an algebraically closed field), hence it is an isomorphism.

Before giving the proof of the general case I will explain the main steps of the

proof:

(1) Given (n — 1)-tuples d, v of natural numbers and vector spaces A, V; of the

dimension prescribed by these natural numbers, we construct new (n — 1)-tuples
of natural number d, v and new vector spaces A, Vf- In particular the (n — 1)-

tuple d will be of the form of the Lemma 15 above: d (N, 0, 0).

(2) We use the Lemma 15 above to give a description of the varieties $r,x and $r,x
as subvarieties of Mi(d, v) and M(d, v).

(3) We construct a subvariety T of the variety A(d,v), that we call the set of transver¬
sal elements, and we introduce also its open subset T+ A+(d, v) n T. We

observe also that the image of T (resp. of T+) in Mi(d, v) (resp. M(d, v)) is

contained in 4rx (resp. $r,x).
(4) The main point ofthe proof is now to prove that this set T is isomorphic to A (d, v :

Lemma 18 allows to construct a map from A(d, v) to T and in Lemma 19 we

prove that it is an isomorphism. We also observe that this isomorphism sends

stable elements in stable elements, so that at the end of this section we are able

to introduce maps

(p:A(d, u)—?£ and cp+ : A+(d, v) —? 1+.

(5) We observe that 4> and 4>+ define maps at the level of quiver varieties:

<Pi : Miid, v) —> <Sr)X c Miid, v)
and

<p: M{d, v) —> $r,x C M(d, v).

In Lemma 23 we prove that <pi is a closed immersion and this allows us to show
that the map ~p is proper. The injectivity of the map <p follows from Lemma 22.

(6) We conclude the proof as follows: <p is a proper injective map between two
smooth complex varieties of the same dimension, moreover it is known that the

variety $r,x is connected (this can be deduced for example by the Zariski Main
Theorem and the normality of the closures of nilpotent orbits proved by Kraft
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and Procesi [3], see for example [1], Lemma 4.1.3), so the map <phas to be also

surjective, hence it is an isomorphism of algebraic varieties. Finally, since ç is

surjective, also cp\ has to be surjective hence it is a surjective closed immersion
between two affine varieties, which implies that q>\ is an isomorphism.

3.1. Notation and description of Slodowy's varieties as subvarieties of a quiver
variety. Let d, v, r, Xr be as in Theorem 8 and let us define d\ 0 if i > 1 and

d\ N YTj=i Jdj, vi vi + YllZi+iU — i)dj. We will construct some vector

spaces Vi, D, of dimension d\ and v\ in terms of the vector spaces V;, D;. Let D\
be an isomorphic copy of D, and define:

£>,= D (k) and A=0 for j =2, ...,«-1, 8a)

v; v; D (k) for j =2, ...,«-1. (8b)

It will be convenient to set Vo öi, and, if (A, 5, F, A) is an element of A(D, V),
Ao Fi, and Bo A\. We will always consider the maps A;, 5, as block-matrices
with respect to the decomposition of V,, Di given in (8a), (8b) and by a projection
on to one of these subspaces, we will always mean a projection with respect to the

same decomposition. If s (A, B, F, A) e S(D, V) we fix the following notation

for the blocks of the maps A\ and B\ for i 0, n — 1:

D
<h)Al

J',h>

>Df

7tvl+lAi D<h>) liV
(9)

D':,
j

Whenever we want to stress the dependence on s we will write T*(J), §*(.?), etc.

Let us define the subspaces D- ®1<jt<,-_i-<n_i-_1 D. and observe that for

i l n-lwe have V; V; 0 Df and for i 0 we have y0 5i D^. We

consider the group GL( V) as the subgroup of GL( V) acting as the identity map on
D- and mapping V; into V\.

Now let us now choose the following special 51(2)-triple (x,, y\, \x\, yi-])of5[(Di-):

\D( 0. )(h-l)

/-o 0,
(h)h(j - i - h)idD, : D\!l) -> flj '

(10)
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and let us notice that x xq, y yo, and [x, y] is an s^-triple in sl(Di) of the type
required in Theorem 8.

Observe that, by Lemma 15, M(D, V) T*Fr jnd^Mi(5, V)^=J)kr. Hence

we can describe $r,x and $r,x as subvarieties of M\{D, V) and M{D, V):

Kx Po{{(A, B, f, A) e A(15, V) : [AiFi -x,y] 0}) n Mi (15, V),

*r,x p{{(A, B, f, A) g A+(5, V) : [AiFi -x,y] 0}).

3.2. The transversal subvariety. This subsection is devoted to the description of a

special subvariety of A(D, V). We will first introduce a formal degree of the blocks
of our matrices. More precisely we will define two different kinds of degrees, the

grado and the degree and we denote them by grad and by deg respectively:

grad (t(V£) min(A - ti + 1, A - ti + 1 + / - j),
deg (T/ jhh) 2h - 2h' + 2 + / - y,

grad (Sj '¦ Ä) min(/î — ti, h — ti + y' — y),

deg (§('lh) 2A - 2A' + y' - y.

Let us recall that for i 0, n - 2 we have defined D'; ©1<t< ,-_,-<„_,-_, Ö*.

Definition 16. An element (A, 5, F, A) of A (D, V) is called transversal if it satisfies

the following relations for 0 ^ i ^ n — 2:

T(fh 0 if grad (T^) < 0

T{f'h =0 if grad (lf;^) 0 and (/, ti) £ {j, h + l)

if grad (j{fh) 0 and (y-/, h') (j, h + l)

Tljy =0 if A' 7^ 1

Sf '/ft ° if §rad (Sf /ft) < °

sf,'i!ft ° if grad (si-')!ft) °and (¦/'' ä') ^ (./'h)

gj'^ idD; if grad {&{jhh) 0 and (j', ti) (j, ti)

s/'v '
o
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We denote by T the set of transversal elements and by T+ the set of transversal
elements which are additionally stable

Observe that p{1+) C $r,x andthat/?0(1)nMi(D, V) c Sr,x. Observe also that
TandT4" are closed GL(V)-invariant subset of A (D, V) and A+(D, V) respectively
(but they are not GL( V) invariant).

Before giving the construction of the maps <p, <p, let us give an example in
order to explain the notation and the definitions introduced hitherto We consider

A„_4: y„_4 —> y„_3. We have:

V„_4 K--4 © »n-2

Now let us write An_4 as a block matrix and let us write down the blocks introduced

in (9) explicitly:

Vn-3

^2

Vn-A

K-A

ln-A,n-2A

ln-A,n-l.l

ln-A,n-l.2

^:^
™n-3.1
Un-4,n-2.1

ln-A.n-l.l
n^n—3,1
Un-4,n-1.2

^2
qpïî—2.1
Un-4.F

™n-2.1
Un-4.n-2.1

jn-2,1ln-A.n-l.l

ln-A.n-l.2

^2

yi-2.2ln-A.n-2.l

yi-2.2ln-A.n-l.l

Tpn-2,2

^:4;f

Un-4.n-2.1

Un-4.n-l.l

Un-4,n-l,2

^1
^:4;2f

Tn-1.2Un-4,n-2.1

™K-12
B-4.B-1.1

ln-A,n-\,2

K--lè

-nVi-1,3
Un-4.n-2.1

Tn-1.3Un-4.n-l.l

rirn-1,3
Un-4,n-l,2

(In the matrix above we indicated on the boundary the domain and the codomain
of each block). In the following matrix we list the degree and the grado of each block
(observe that we have not defined these numbers for the first row and the first column)

grad

Vn-3

n'n%

^1

deg Vn-A

-

»,

0

-1

0

1)

-1

-4

-2

*>,

1

0

1

1)

2

-i
i

*>,

0

-1

0

2)

0

-3

-1

1

1

2

£l

3

2

4

0

0

1

1

0

2

-1

-1

0

-1

; -2

0

Finally we write a matrix satisfying conditions (11) in the definition ofa transversal
element
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Vn-3

°% 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

idßK-2

0

0

0

0

*

0

0

0

[dDn-l

3.3. The main construction. We will define the maps <p, <p by giving a GL(V)-
equivariant map <î> from A(D, V) to T. The following two lemmas are the main

ingredient in this construction. The proofs of the two lemmas are very similar but in
the second lemma we consider a more complicated situation in which the definitions
of degree and grado given above play an essential role.

We recall that in case s (A, B, F, A) e S(D, V) and i < j we have settled

Fj^i := Yj^i(s) and Aj^j := &i^;(s).

Lemma 17. Lets (A, B, F, A) e A(D, V) and let (A, B, f, A) e 1 such that

A; =Ai7

T 1 + 1,1 =1?,y — x i+l> ^1,1+1,1 "" ^i+l>

yôr a// f 0, ...,«— 2. Then for alii 0, n —2 andfor all j > f we Aave

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

Proof. We prove this claim by decreasing induction on f. If i n — 2 we have

nothing to prove. Let now 0 < i < n — 3 and assume that formula (13c) holds for
j + 1, ...,« — 2. Consider the ADHM equation in Definition 5: A, 5, 5i+iAi+i.
Now using the equality 7ryï+1A,5, (i) Ttvi+lBi+\Ai+\\D(\), relations (11) and

induction we obtain

if,y -"i + l1 i^'+2 1 /-h + 1-

Besides, using the equality 7ro-i)Aj5j „ =tt (/-o5f+iAf+i „ relations (11)
j l+l i l+l

and induction we obtain

proving the thesis. D
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Lemma 18. For a given s (A, B, F, À) G A(D, V) there exists a unique s

(A, B, F, À) G T such that (13a) and (13b) are satisfied. Moreover there exist

homogeneous admissible polynomials t- ¦ h and s- ¦ h in 3lj'j such that

yôr a// j G A(D, V). Finally when the grado of the corresponding block is positive
(i.e. when grad(T^ W) > 0 or when grad(S^ '- h) > 0) these polynomials satisfy the

following properties:

(i) degree(f/?A) dçg(T($) anddegree(s(fy deg(S($);

(ii) f / - Ä and s] '.

h can be written in the following form:

.J'.h1 f'i'r. n /'.ft' ; /'.ft' /',ft'rf n i /'jft'fi À[5wy/'^] + « ««^ ^i M;[^/y/'d + pj
where £ j + h' — h, q* and p* are homogeneous admissible polynomials in

the subalgebra 31$ of 31 generated by 3i+ ¦ 3i+ and kl '¦

h, [i\ '¦

h are rational
numbers;

(iii) ifh'= l,i+2^j'^n-landl^h^j-i-l < n-i -2thenk(fh > 0;

(iv) if\<h'^j'-i-\^n-i-2 and 1 < h < j - i - 1 < n - i - 2 then
/',ft' /',ft'-l A

(v) z/1 < h' < / - i - 1 < « - i - 2, h j - i and i + 1 < j < n - 1 ?Ae«

/'jft' n
^f,/,ft > °-

Proof. We shall prove that all the blocks of A; and B; for f 0, n — 2 are

uniquely determined and have the required form. We observe first that by Lemma 17

and relations (11) the following relations hold for all i, j,h

T^ft 0; Sff 0;

/',ft' \yj'^î+\(s) if h' 1,
gv J^+WM if Ä 7 -T/,ft g J

'y [0 otherwise; 'i'/i [0 otherwise.

Moreover if grad(T^) < 0 (resp. if grad^j^) < 0) then T/j^ (resp. sQh)
is completely determined by relations (11). We prove the lemma for the remaining
cases by decreasing induction on i, giving an inductive formula for the computation

of the blocks T^ '•

h, S- '¦

h in these cases.

Notice that A„_2 and 5„_2 are already completely defined by relations (13) and

they verify the relation A„_25„_2 0and[7TD/ 5„_2A„_2 D, —xn_2, yn-i] 0-

Now we assume to have constructed t*.'* and s*.'*, for / > i + 1, satisfying
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the properties stated in the lemma and such that the ADHM equations A; 5,
5,_l_iAi+i, A„_35„_3 Bn-2An-2 and relations (12) for i + 1, n — 2

are satisfied. We need to prove that there exist unique T*'^+ and S*'^+ such that:

[TTD>.BiAi\D, -x;,y;] 0 and A,% 5f+iAf+i, (15)

and that they have the required form. First we observe that relations (11) and (13)
imply the following equations:

A;Bi 7Ty.+15f+iAf+i Vi+l

D;

(D is Kronecker's delta). Now we express equations (15) in a more suitable form. We

introduce the linear maps L := 5,+iA,+i, M := A, 5, and A7" := nD B
l

and let us define the blocks LJ. 'h M3 'h and Afy 'h analogously to (9):

I,m

3 ' 7^and similarly for M3- 'h and A^7^ Hence equations (15) can be formulated as

follows:

for 1 < ti < / - i - 1 < n - i - 2 and 1 < h < j - i - 1 < n - i - 2,

(17a)

0 (17b)

for 1 + i < / < n - 1 and 1 < h < j - i - 1 < n - i - 2,

Nj'f 0 (17c)

for 1 + i < j < n - 1 and 2 < h' < / - i < n - i - 1, and

- i - h(j - i - h)Nj'f (17d)

for 1 < ti < / - i - 1 < n - i - 2 and 1 < h < j - i - 1 < n - i - 2.
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In order to study these equations we introduce two kinds of degrees, the grado
that we denote with grad and the degree that we denote with deg, as we have done

for T and §:

grad(L^') =gmd(Mj'f) =gmd(Nj'f) =mm(h - ti+ l,h - ti+ 1 + j' - j),
àeg(LJj£) äegWJ'f) äeg(NJ'f) =2h-2h' + 2 + j' - j.

Equations (17) are homogeneous and we will call grado (resp. degree) of each of
these equations the grado (resp. the degree) of the blocks involved in the equation.

Observe now that min(m — h' + 1, m — h' + 1 + j' — j) + min(h — m, h — m +
/-;)< min(/z - h' + l,h - h' +1 + j' - j) andmin(m -h',m-h' + j' - j) +
min (A -m + \,h-m + \+l-j) < min(/z -h! +\,h -h! + 1 + / - j), hence

grad and deg behave well under composition:

One can check that when the grado of the a block is less than or equal to 0 equations
(17a), (17b), (17c) and (17d) are always satisfied independently of the choice ofT*'^ +

and S*'^+. Here we consider just the case of equation (17a). In this case observe first

that if h' 1 and h j — i then grad(Z/ 'h min(,/ — i, j' — i) > 2 in the case

of equation (17a). Hence if grad < 0 then Sf+l ¦ ÄT^j v in the right hand side of
formula (16) is always 0.

Now if grad < 0, by relations (18), at least one of the two factors of the summand

Sf+i h^î+i i m m tne right hand side of formula (16) has grad less than 0, hence

vanishes by relations (11). The same argument applies to the block MJ- 'h hence if
grad < 0 equation (17a) reduces to the identity 0 0.

In the case grad 0 the same argument together with relations (11) and equation
(17a) is equivalent to the following:

E Z,m

gradT=0 and (m 0=0' h1-\) gradT=0 and (m /)=O h+1)
gradS=0 and (m /)=(; h) gradS=0 and (m l)=(j' h!)
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which reduces to 0 0 if (/, ti) ^ {j, h + 1) and to idD; idD; if (/, ti)
U, h + 1).

In particular we observe that in the case of equations (17b) and (17c) the grado is

always less than or equal to 0, hence these equations are always satisfied.

Now we study the remaining equations arguing by induction on d grad > 0.

We assume to have constructed Tf '

h and E>f '

h for the blocks with grad < d such

that all the equations (17a) and (17d) with grad < d are satisfied, and we prove that

TJt '

h and SJ{ '.

h for blocks of grad d are uniquely determined by equations (17a)
and (17d) of grad d. We need to solve the following equations:

Mi' Lih'and w « ti)Ni+i=h(j i vNi m
for 1 < h! < / - i - 1 < n - i - 2 and 1 < h < j - i - 1 < n - i - 2 and

min(/? — h'+l,h — h'+l+j' — j) d > 0. (The shape of the equation is the same

as in (17a) and (17d); what is changed is the range of the indices involved in these

equations). By the inductive hypothesis, under this assumptions on j, j',h,h', d the

following formulas for the blocks of L, M, N hold:

where £ j + ti — h and c' 'h dJ.'h eJ 'h fJA are homogeneous admissible

polynomials that we already know by induction. In particular these polynomials
belong to the subalgebra 3i§ of 31 generated by 3i+ ¦ 3i+ and their degree is equal to
the degree (deg) of the corresponding block. Finally v* is the following coefficient:

1 ifA' land/* / -i - 1,

vlh
x(+k\,j,h if A' 1 and A < y - i - 1,

l^+ijl if h j - i - 1 and ti > 1,

Xi+tl,h + ^i+ilh if A' > 1 and A < y - i - 1.

By the inductive hypothesis we see that v* is always a positive rational number.
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Now we group all the equations with the same j and the same j' together and

we solve them. Once we have fixed j and j' we can organize the indeces in a more
convenient form. Let h\ j — i — 1 and

h
U xj'>j k \l-d tifzj0 \d + jr i£j'j \i +rjd i£j'j

For fixed j, j' (and d) let us also introduce the positive rational numbers au

(h + k){j' — i — k — h), ßh

(*d) can be written as follows:
(h + k){j' — i — k — h), ßh h(j — i — h) and vu v]- 'h Then the equations

b i fll

for/?' yt + /?and/?o < ä < hi.

Now let us introduce the following variables: X^ TJ. '.
h and Yh §• • Ä

and let us write system (*djj>) in the following way:

: (19)

Xhi + Yhl v^Ai^jFjf^i + pi,hi(s)

and

ßh0Xh0 + P2,ho(s)

ah0+l(Yh0+l + Xho+2) ßho+l(Yho + Xho + l) + P2,ho+l(s)

: (20)

a-hjhx ßtniYtu-i +Xhl) + P2m(s)

where £ j +k and /?*,* are known homogeneous admissible polynomials of degree

equal to the degree (deg) of the corresponding block and that are elements of <%.

Observe that the system of equations (20) can be rewritten in the following form:

Yh0

+Xho+2 Pho + \Xho + P3,ho+l(s)

: (21)

i + Xhi Phi-\Xh0 + P3,hi-i(s)
Yhi Phi Xh0 + P3,hi (s)
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where the p\ are (strictly) positive rational numbers and the pjj are a linear combination

of the p2,i- Now the system (19,21) is a linear system in as many variables as

equations and has a unique solution. Indeed this system can be written as

where

Mx v

x (Xh0,..., -Xfcj, Yh0,..., Yh-t ;

/^

M
N

and

-Pho
-Pho+l

-Phi-l
-Ph,

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0^
0

1

N

Now if we subtract the i -th column to the i + (h \ — ho + 1 -th column we obtain that
detM det(id/j1_/l0+i — N) pu (I), the characteristic polynomial of N evaluated

in 1. Observe that/?n(0 thl~h°+phothl~h°-\ \-pnl is a polynomial with strictly
positive coefficients, hence det M /?n(1) t^ 0. So M is invertible and x M-1v.
In particular X% and Y% can be expressed as in equations (14) by homogeneous
admissible polynomials satisfying properties (i) and (ii).

In order to prove that properties (iii), (iv) and (v) hold we observe that we can use

equations (19) and (21) to give an inductive formula for the coefficients kl '¦

h and

\.i\ j h. Indeed they are the coefficients of the term Ai-^jFj/^t in the expression of

Xh T- j h and Y% S- '¦
h above. Hence they solve the systems (19) and (21) but

with the "constant coefficients" /?*,* equal to zero. Therefore if we use the variables

xh kl j h and yh ll\)h we obtain from systems (19) and (21) that they are the

solutions of the following systems:

(22)

+ M,
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and

yho + xho+i Phoxho

'¦

(23)

Notice that x%0, {y%0 +x%0+\ y%x are exactly the coefficients appearing in points

(iii), (iv) and (v) ofthe lemma, hence, by system (23) it is enough to prove that xh0 > 0.

If we sum the equations in system (22) we obtain:

vho H 1- »hi
Xh„ 1 + Ph0 H I-Pft,

which is a positive rational number. The lemma is proved.

Using this lemma we can define the map <£> : A(D, V) —> T by $>(s) s. By
formulas (13) and (14) this is a GL(V)-equivariant algebraic morphism. The next
lemma shows that it is an isomorphism.

Lemma 19. 1) 4>: A(D, V) —> T is a GL(V)-equivariant isomorphism.

2) 4>(s) g 1+ ^^ s G A+(fl, V) and $|A+ : A+(fl, V) —? 1+ is a GL(V)-
equivariant isomorphism

Proof. We prove 1) writing the explicit formula for the inverse of 4>:

fc-1^, 5, f, À) ((A;), (Bf), (TÎ+1'1), (S^+i.i))-

The equation 4»"1 o $ idA(D,u) follows now by (13a) and (13b), while the relation
(J) o cj)"1 idj follows by the unicity of the element s proved in Lemma 18.

In order to prove 2) we first notice that for (A, B, F, A) g S(D, V) the stability
condition is equivalent to the surjectivity of A, for i 0, n — 2. For i 0,...,
n — 2 consider the subspace D- of V; and the subspace Df of V; defined by Df
©2a<;-K«-i-i DT- Observe that for (À, B, f, A) G Twe have by relations (11)

that A{ D+ is an isomorphism onto D'.+1. Notice also that V;+ := Vf © D-+1 © ¦ ¦ ¦ ©

ö„_! is a complementary subspace of Df in V; and that V-l+\ is a complementary

subspace of D'.+l in V?+i, hence in this case the stability condition is equivalent to

nyl+l A; |

v+ is surjective for i 0, n — 2 and by equations (13) this is equivalent

to At © rf+i © ¦ ¦ ¦ © r„_i^;+i : Vt © D[}\ © ¦ ¦ ¦ © D(^\ —> Vi+i is surjective
for i 0,..., n — 2; which is exactly the condition of Lemma 14, assertion 2) for
the stability of (A, B, Y, A). D
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Definition 20. As observed 4> is a GL(V)-equivariant morphism, so we can define

cpo and <p as the maps making the following diagrams commute:

A(d,v) —?-? 1 A+(d,v) —Î-+ 1+

po[ po[ P{ A
M0(d,v) > M0(d,v) M(d,v) —^—? Sr,x

and ifwe set q>\ <Po\M
,d v) we observe that by definition the diagram (2) commutes,

and that Im cp\ c ßd(-Sr,x) £r,x-

4. Proof of Theorem 8

We begin the proof of the theorem with some remarks on the degenerate cases and

on the dimension of the varieties M{d,v) and $r,x-

Lemma 21. Let r, d, v, N be as in Section 1.4. Then the following holds:

1) If there exists i such that r\ < 0 then M(d, v) 0.
2) If there exists i such that v\ < 0 then Srx 0.

3) Sr,x j^ 0 ifand only ifM (d, v) ^ 0 and in this case they are two smooth varieties

of the same dimension.

Proof. 1) This is an easy consequence of 2) in Lemma 14 and the definition of r.
2) If v, < 0 then

N — (n + ¦ ¦ ¦ + r\) rn + • • • + r,-+i

< (i;+l + 2<i;+2 ¦ ¦ ¦ + (n — i — l)<i«_i

So r\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + r,- > d\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + id\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + idn and $r,x is empty by Proposition 3.

3) Since we have constructed a map from M{d, v) to $r,x it is clear that M (d, v) ^
0 implies %r,x ^ 0. To show the converse we observe that the Weyl group Sn acts

by permutation on the n -tuple r and that if a G Sn :

(2) r{d,a{v-d) + d)=a{r{d,v)).
The first property is clear from Proposition 3 (indeed with a little more effort one
could check that Sa(r),x — Sr,x but we do not need this result). The second property
is a computation that can easily be checked for a (i, i + 1). So by Lemma 8 it is

enough to prove that Sr%x ^ 0 =>• M(d, v) ^ 0 when d — v is dominant. If we set
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i i 1, ik k in the inequality (1) we obtain v^ > 0 for k 1, n — 1 and

M(d, v) ^ 0 by Lemma 7.

Finally by a result of Nakajima (see [8, Corollary 3.12]) if M{d, v) is not empty
then it is a smooth variety of dimension §c(2d — v ; v) and the equality of dimensions
is an easy consequence of Proposition 3.

In the following two lemmas we study the injectivity of the maps cpo and <p.

Lemma 22. Let s e % g e GL(V) and assume that g(s) e T. Then there exists

g G GL( V) such that g(s) g(s).

Proof. We prove first that g; (V;) Vf and g; (Di) D-. In order to prove them we
introduce for i 0, ...,«— 2, / 0, n — 2 — i and h 0, n — 2 — i — I

the following subspaces of V; :

wi,(.h)= 0 Dy-i-h>) and D-=
i + l+Z+A'<;<«-! 1<*<;-ï-1

and observe that wf'("~'~2) flf and that W?'(o) 0 D" Di. Notice that by
relations (11) for all (A, B, F, À) g T the following properties hold:

(1) A, | ;,(A) is an isomorphism onto V7?+1 for / > 1,

(2) 5; n/ is an isomorphism onto D~,
ui+\ '

(3) ?M

Now we prove that gi(w!'(h)) w\'{h) by induction on i. Let s (A, B, f, A)
and s' g(s) (A', B'', F', A'). In the case i 0 there is nothing to prove since g;
does not act on Vq D\. Iff + 1 > 0 using the inductive hypothesis and property (1)
above, we obtain

grHwj'™))) Äi(w!'(h)) wl-+\>{h)

proving the claim.
In particular for / 0 and h n — i — 2 we obtain g; (Dp Di.
In order to prove gi(V{) Vf we also argue by induction on i. For i 0 again

there is nothing to prove. If i + 1 > 0 using induction and property (3) above, we
obtain

B( ~gi+1(Vi+1) gtBt(Vt+1) C g?(Wf'(0) ®Vt) W°M 0 Vf.

Hence by property (2) above and the fact that V; V; © W; © D~ we obtain

gt+i(Vî+1) Vt+1.
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Now we consider g; g; |y and we prove that g(s) g(s). Let s" g(s) and

observe that s' and s" are elements of T. Hence, by the unicity proved in Lemma 18,
in order to show that they are equal it is enough to show that for all i :

At(s') =AiÇs"), Mi(s')=Mi(s"),

l.y (S - liv (S ^1,1 + 1,1^ - ^1,1 +1,1^ )•

By construction we have already proved the equality of the A, and B, blocks. Now for
the remaining blocks we observe that it is enough to prove g;

I

(r> id (i) Indeed
ui+l Ui+l

we observe that A, ko) is the identity map from Wt to Wl+l Arguing by
induction as above we conclude that g;

I

; (o) is the identity map. Finally we observe

Lemma 23. q>o and <p\ are closed immersions.

Proof. It is enough to prove that <po is a closed immersion, hence to show that the

associate map (p$ between the coordinate rings of the two affine varieties Mo(d, v)
and Mo(d, v) is surjective.

Observe that by Lemma 18 there exist homogeneous admissible polynomials nJ 'h

of type (j', j) such that for all J (A, B, F, A) $>(s) we have 7r „wDiTi (A/)

;"

nJ 'h (s). Let Pn be the subalgebra of P generated by these polynomials. By
Theorem 13, the surjectivity of <po follows if we show that for all [a] g P there exists

/ G Pn of type («o» «l) suchthat [a](s) f(s) for all s G A(D, V). We prove this
claim by induction on the degree d of the polynomial ß [a] G P.

If d ^ 0 there is nothing to prove since there are not polynomials in P in this

case.

In order to study the case d > 0 we observe first that if P(m) is the subalgebra of
P generated by the polynomials in P of degree less than or equal to m then, / G P$
and degree/ < m + 1 implies / G P(m). Now we study the case d > 0. Let
ß [Si^jYj/^i] G P of degreed. By relations (11) and the definition of the map 4>

we have:

\l-ß(s) if £ 1,

where, by Lemma 18, / is an homogeneous admissible polynomials of type (j', j)
of degree d and it is also an element of <%. In particular, by what we have noticed

above, / G P{d — 1) and by the inductive hypothesis, there exists / G Pn of type
(j', j) such that f(s) f(s) for all s G A(D, V). Finally we observe that if v is
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the coefficient of ß in the formula above, by property (iii) in Lemma 18 we always

have v/0. Hence ß{s) v~l{n]- 'h (s) — f(s)) for all s proving the claim.

ProofofTheorem 8. By Lemma 23 and the fact that [id and n are projective we see

that <p is proper. Since by a result of Nakajima (see [8, Corollary 3.12]) all orbits in
A+(d, v) and A+(d, v) are closed, Lemmas 19 and 22 imply that (pis also injective.
Since by Lemma 21 M(d, v) and^rjX are smooth varieties of the same dimension and

$r,x is connected we have proved that it is an isomorphism of holomorphic varieties
and by consequence is also an isomorphism of algebraic varieties. In particular <p is

surjective and this together with the surjectivity of the map \.id implies the surjectivity
of <pi. So <pi is a surjective closed immersion of affine varieties, hence it must be

an isomorphism of algebraic varieties. Finally <po(O) x G 4r,x, and x is in the

image of cp\, hence by the injectivity of <po proved in the previous lemma we have
0 g Mi(d,v) and <pi(0) =x. D

Remark 24. In Nakajima's theory an essential role is played by the variety
T(d, v) := n l(0) c M(d, v). We observe that the map <p restricted to T(d, v)
take a more explicit and simple form. Indeed it is easy to see that in this case the

maps A, vanish, hence tl ¦ h(s) s! Ih(s) 0 and (11) and (13) give an explicit
formula for the map <p.

Remark 25. As it is noticed in [7], Nakajima's conjecture does not generalize to

diagrams of type E and D. However we observe that, in general, interesting subvarieties

of a quiver variety can be described as quiver varieties themselves (see, for example,
the stratification of quiver varieties constructed by Nakajima in [7], [8]) From this

point ofview let us remark that it is possible to explicitly give a pair of injective maps
i/r and ^r from M(d, v) to M(d, v), and from Mo(d, v) to Mo(d, v) respectively, such

that diagram (2) commutes and tp (0) x. As we have already noted their definition
is simpler than that of <p and q>\ but, on the other hand, their image is not contained
in Sr%x and Sr%x respectively, hence they "describe" different transversal slices.
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